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The Historic Images Series is a collection of photographs, charts, plans and 
maps from the archives of the Texas Foundation for Archaeological & 
Historical Research.  The purpose of the Historic Images Series is to present 
the viewer with images on a particular topic that are not easily found 
available together in other readily obtainable media.

Mycenaean Greece presents an overview of some of the major Mycenaean 
sites on the Greek mainland as well as a short survey of some of the more 
important artifacts discovered at these sites.  A brief historical overview of 
each site is included along with the photographs and plans.

This program may be distributed freely for private or classroom viewing; 
neither the slide show nor any of the images contained within may be used for 
commercial purposes.
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The site of 
Mycenae was 
one of the few 

Bronze Age sites 
of Greece that 
was never lost 

to mankind.  
The famous 

Lion Gate 
(dated to the 

mid-13th century 
BC) was still 
visible in the 

late 19th century 
AD when 

modern 
excavations 

began.

MycenaeMycenae
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Greek tradition holds that it was Perseus, son of Zeus and DanaGreek tradition holds that it was Perseus, son of Zeus and Danaë, who was ë, who was 
the founder and first king of Mycenae.  Perseus was said to have lived in the the founder and first king of Mycenae.  Perseus was said to have lived in the 

1414thth century BC.  Perseus’ descendants were expelled from Mycenae by  century BC.  Perseus’ descendants were expelled from Mycenae by 
Atreus and it was Atreus’ son, Agamemnon who led the Greeks in the war Atreus and it was Atreus’ son, Agamemnon who led the Greeks in the war 

against Troy in the 13against Troy in the 13thth century BC. century BC.

THE CITADEL OF MYCENAETHE CITADEL OF MYCENAE

MycenaeMycenae
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THE OUTER CIRCUIT OF WALLS OF THE CITADELTHE OUTER CIRCUIT OF WALLS OF THE CITADEL

The stones of the 
citadel walls are 
so large that the 
ancient Greeks 
were sure that 
Perseus hired 
none other than 
the gigantic 
Cyclops to 
construct them.  
This type of 
construction in 
roughly worked 
stone is still 
referred to as 
“Cyclopean.”

MycenaeMycenae
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Archaeologists now discern 
three distinct phases in the 
construction of the citadel 
walls.  In Phase 1 (ca. 1340 BC) 
Grave Circle A was outside the 
circuit of the walls and no 
extant remains of buildings 
have yet been unearthed.  In 
Phase 2 (ca. 1250 BC) the 
southern wall was extended to 
include Grave Circle A, and 
the Lion Gate was built; early 
citadel buildings date to this 
era.  Phase 3 (1225 BC) saw the 
inclusion of a cistern within the 
walls to the northeast.

NextPrevious
MycenaeMycenae
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GRAVE CIRCLE BGRAVE CIRCLE B

Grave Circle B, partially destroyed by 
later tombs and a modern road, is the 
oldest burial complex at Mycenae, 
late 17th-early 16th century BC.
In total, twenty-four graves were uncovered within the 28-meter perimeter of 
stones.  The burials were of adults and children, and the wealth interred with 
them suggests that these were royal burials.

MycenaeMycenae
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ELECTRUM  DEATH  MASK  FROM  GRAVE  CIRCLE  BELECTRUM  DEATH  MASK  FROM  GRAVE  CIRCLE  B

A thin 
electrum 
mask was 
placed over 
the face of 
one of the 
deceased.  
Some 
believe this 
practice was 
influenced 
by contact 
with Egypt.

MycenaeMycenae
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GRAVE CIRCLE AGRAVE CIRCLE A
Excavated in 
1876 by Heinrich 
Schliemann, 
Grave Circle A 
would eventually 
yield six graves, 
with a total of 19 
skeletons.  They 
are later than 
those of Grave 
Circle B.  Their 
rich yield 
seemed to 
confirm Homer’s 
epithet of 
Mycenae as 
“rich in gold.”

MycenaeMycenae
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BURIAL GOODS FROM GRAVE CIRCLE ABURIAL GOODS FROM GRAVE CIRCLE A

Inlaid 
dagger 
with 
hunt 
scene

Gold 
cup

Gold foil that 
covered the 
body of an 
infant

Gold 
rhyton 
in the 
shape of 
a lion’s 
head

MycenaeMycenae
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THE SO-CALLED MASK OF AGAMEMNONTHE SO-CALLED MASK OF AGAMEMNON

When 
Schliemann 
uncovered this 
mask in Grave 
Circle A, he 
wired the King 
of Greece saying 
he had gazed 
upon the face of 
Agamemnon.  
The mask is, 
however, a few 
centuries 
older than 
Agamemnon.

MycenaeMycenae
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STELAI FROM GRAVE CIRCLE ASTELAI FROM GRAVE CIRCLE A

The individual shafts of 
Grave Circle A were 

marked by stelai (tomb 
markers) decorated with 

spiral motifs and scenes of 
men in chariots attacking 

foot soldiers.

NextPrevious
MycenaeMycenae
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THE LION GATETHE LION GATE

Four great monoliths comprise 
the Lion Gate.   It is a defensive 
bastion which channels attackers into 
a defile where they can be attacked 
on three sides.  The heraldic lions 
protect an inverted (Minoan style) 
column which may be a symbol of the 
palace of Mycenae.

MycenaeMycenae
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As one passes through the Lion Gate 
and by Grave Circle A, an ancient 
path starts ascending the citadel of 

Mycenae.

The pathway leads to the major 
feature of the citadel, the megaron, or 

hall.

THE RAMPTHE RAMP

THE MEGARONTHE MEGARON

MycenaeMycenae
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DOMOS

PRODOMOS

AITHOUSA

A megaron has three parts: the aithousa is 
a columned porch open to the air; the 
prodomos serves as a vestibule; the domos 
contains a central hearth surrounded by 
four columns to support the roof ; there 
were probably benches along the walls of 
the domos.

DOMOS WITH HEARTHDOMOS WITH HEARTH

VIEW OF THE THREE ROOMS VIEW OF THE THREE ROOMS 
OF THE MEGARONOF THE MEGARON

AITHOUSAAITHOUSA

PRODOMOSPRODOMOS

DOMOSDOMOS

MycenaeMycenae
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Within the great circuit of the 
Cyclopean walls are a number of 
discreet sallyports from which the 
defenders of the city could sally 
forth to surprise any enemy who 
was besieging the city.

When the Cyclopean walls of the 
citadel were extended in the third 
phase, they came to include a 
cistern within their perimeter.

MycenaeMycenae
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THE MERCHANTS’ HOUSESTHE MERCHANTS’ HOUSES

Just outside the citadel walls are a number of houses and shops, some of which 
were dedicated to the manufacture of unguents.  Some written records of the 

business were found in one shop.  The whole area was destroyed around 1250 BC.

A VAT AND PIPE

MycenaeMycenae
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THE THOLOS OR BEEHIVE TOMBSTHE THOLOS OR BEEHIVE TOMBS

THE TOMB OF CLYTEMNESTRATHE TOMB OF CLYTEMNESTRA THE LION TOMBTHE LION TOMB

Tholos or beehive tombs are approached by a long open passage (dromos); 
the entrance (stomion) would have been blocked.  The chamber is round 

with a corbelled dome.  The Lion Tomb dates to the 14th century BC and the 
so-called Tomb of Clytemnestra to about 1225 BC.

MycenaeMycenae
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THE TREASURY OF ATREUSTHE TREASURY OF ATREUS
1250 BC1250 BC

INTERIORINTERIOR

MycenaeMycenae
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THE TWO LADIES AND THE BOYTHE TWO LADIES AND THE BOY
early 13th century BC

Discovered 
near a shrine 
on the citadel of 
Mycenae, this 
carved ivory 
trio is thought 
by some to be 
part of the 
royal family 
and by others 
to be two 
goddesses and a 
young mortal, 
like Demeter, 
Kore, and 
Triptolemos.

MycenaeMycenae
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GLAGLA
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Gla, whose ancient 
name is unknown, is 
the largest ancient 
Mycenaean citadel 
known.  It was built 
on what used to be 
an island in Lake 
Copais.  The lake 
was drained, 
probably in 
Mycenaean times.  
Its circuit of walls is 
more than three 
miles.

GlaGla
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THE WALLSTHE WALLS
AND AND 

THE SOUTHERN GATETHE SOUTHERN GATE

Gla, which was probably founded 
in the 17th century BC, remains a 
largely unexcavated site.  Its 
ruined walls are clearly visible and 
some of its gates have been 
unearthed.

GlaGla
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VAPHEIOVAPHEIO
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Vapheio is not far from ancient 
Sparta.  A ruined tholos or beehive 
tomb of the Mycenaean era yielded 

two gold cups of Minoan 
manufacture.

NextPrevious
VapheioVapheio
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THE VAPHEIO CUPSTHE VAPHEIO CUPS

The Vapheio Cups depict men in 
Minoan garb hunting bulls in a 
manner that is reminiscent of 
Plato’s description of the bull
hunt on mythical Atlantis.

VapheioVapheio
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TIRYNSTIRYNS
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OUTER WALL AND GATE

There are three construction 
phases of the citadel at Tiryns 
dated from 1400-1250 BC.   
Shortly after 1200 BC the citadel 
was destroyed, though activity 
continued in the lower city. 

TirynsTiryns
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CASEMATE WALLS OF CITADEL
(above)

CYCLOPEAN WALLS OF CITADEL
(below)

The left wall was part of the first 
phase of construction; it was the 
original wall of the citadel.  Later 
a corbelled vault with five 
embrasures was built up against 
this original wall.

The lower citadel is surrounded 
by one of the most massive and 
best preserved Cyclopean walls of 
the Bronze Age.  Within it are a 
number of rooms and passages to 
underground cisterns, in addition 
to a sallyport.

NextPrevious
TirynsTiryns
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Little remains of Tiryns’ megaron other 
than the bare foundations.  Near the 
megaron is a huge monolithic stone with 
a well-defined drain and holes along the 
edges to support a wooden curtain; it 
was probably the bathing area of the 
palace.

TirynsTiryns
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Not far from the citadel a 13th century 
BC tholos tomb was discovered; its 
corbelled dome is in excellent 
condition.  It had been robbed in 
antiquity and in Roman times used as a 
shed for olive oil production.

TirynsTiryns
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FINDS FROM FINDS FROM 
THE VICINITY THE VICINITY 

OF TIRYNSOF TIRYNS

Plate showing Herakles 
battling the Queen of the 
Amazons: 7th century 
BC.  Herakles had been 
forced to serve King 
Eurystheus of Tiryns.

Mycenaean stirrup jar 
for scented olive oil.Mycenaean bronze 

armor and boar’s 
tooth helmet.

TirynsTiryns
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PYLOSPYLOS
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ARCHIVES

HEARTH

MAGAZINES

NextPrevious

In southwestern Greece Mycenaean 
tombs and a palace were unearthed in 
the 20th century.  The palace at Epano 
Englianos, near the Bay of Navarino 
(previous photo), is considered to be 
the palace of Nestor as described in 
Homer’s Iliad.  The palace was destroyed 
around 1200 BC.

VIEW OF ONE OF 
THE OLIVE OIL 

MAGAZINES WITH 
JARS IMBEDDED IN 

BENCHES
PylosPylos
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DETAIL OF PAINTING ON THE HEARTHDETAIL OF PAINTING ON THE HEARTH

THE HEARTHTHE HEARTH
The main room of 
the Pylos megaron 
contained the hearth.  
The hollows were for 
wooden columns 
which would have 
supported a roof with 
an opening over the 
hearth to allow 
smoke to escape.

FRESCO FRAGMENT OF WARRIORS FRESCO FRAGMENT OF WARRIORS 
FROM THE PALACE OF NESTORFROM THE PALACE OF NESTOR

PylosPylos
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THE ARCHIVESTHE ARCHIVES

CAST OF A CAST OF A 
LINEAR B LINEAR B 
TABLETTABLET

In the archives of the Palace of 
Nestor more than 1100 clay tablets 
written in the Linear B script (used 
for the Mycenaean Greek language) 
were discovered.  They were 
preserved by being hardened in the 
fire that destroyed the palace.  Some 
of the tablets mention military 
measures being taken to defend the 
palace.

PylosPylos
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A smaller room with a hearth was 
unearthed southeast of the main 

hearth room.  It has been dubbed 
“the Queen’s chamber.”

Adjoining “the Queen’s chamber” 
is a small room with a clay bath 
tub decorated with spiraling 
designs; a ledge, perhaps for a 
pitcher, is built up against the 
tub.

PylosPylos
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STAIRS THAT LED TO A SECOND FLOORSTAIRS THAT LED TO A SECOND FLOOR

STYLIZED BULL HORNS, HORNS OF STYLIZED BULL HORNS, HORNS OF 
CONSECRATION, FOUND AT THE PALACE CONSECRATION, FOUND AT THE PALACE 

OF NESTOROF NESTOR

STIRRUP JAR FOR UNGUENTSSTIRRUP JAR FOR UNGUENTS

PylosPylos
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RESTORED THOLOS TOMB, PYLOS RESTORED THOLOS TOMB, PYLOS 
1313THTH CENTURY BC CENTURY BC

Gold cups with 
spiral designs
 in repoussé, 

1200 BC

PylosPylos
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ORCHOMENOSORCHOMENOS
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A tholos tomb which in A tholos tomb which in 
later times came to be later times came to be 
nicknamed the Treasury nicknamed the Treasury 
of Minyas” (after the of Minyas” (after the 
legendary founder of legendary founder of 
Orchomenos) dates to Orchomenos) dates to 
the mid-13the mid-13thth century BC.  century BC. 
 Largely in ruins, its  Largely in ruins, its 
massive lintel block massive lintel block 
remains remains in situin situ..

OrchomenosOrchomenos
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There is a side 
chamber to the 
Treasury of Minyas, 
presumably for grave 
goods, whose ceiling 
is carved with an 
intricate pattern of 
spirals and rosettes.

In Roman times 
an altar was built 
within the tholos 
tomb.

OrchomenosOrchomenos
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THEBESTHEBES
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EXCAVATIONS AT THEBESEXCAVATIONS AT THEBES

Most of ancient 
Thebes lies far 
beneath the 
streets and 
houses of the 
modern city 
(previous slide).  
Some spot 
excavations 
have, however, 
revealed the 
ruins of a 
Mycenaean 
palace (17th 
century BC) 
beneath these 
Roman and 
Byzantine ruins.

ThebesThebes
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FINDS FROM THE NEW KADMEION FINDS FROM THE NEW KADMEION 
(the Mycenaean Palace)(the Mycenaean Palace)

Lapis lazuli cylinder seals of Middle 
Eastern manufacture, 25th-13th century BC

Fragment of a 
fresco depicting 
a flower

Previous

Stirrup jar with a Linear B inscription 
imported from Crete, 

14th century BC

ThebesThebes
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FINDS FROM THE VICINITY OF THEBESFINDS FROM THE VICINITY OF THEBES

Carved ivory disc of a lion devouring a bull,
14th-13th century BC

From a child’s tomb, a carved ivory 
pyxis of winged griffins, 14th-13th century 
BC

Gold jewelry, 
13th century BC

ThebesThebes
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LINEAR B TABLETSLINEAR B TABLETS

Linear B was the script used to represent the Mycenaean Greek 
language; it was derived from an earlier script, Linear A, used by the 
Minoans on Crete to represent their, as yet, undeciphered language.  

Some of the symbols passed from Linear A to B.  Linear B is a  syllabary 
with 87 signs.  Most tablets discuss products passing through the palaces 

of the Mycenaeans or list gifts to deities.  Their preservation was by 
chance, being baked in the fires that destroyed the palaces. 

ThebesThebes
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THE TANAGRA ROOM AT THE THE TANAGRA ROOM AT THE 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM OF THEBESARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM OF THEBES

NextPrevious
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Twenty kilometers east of Thebes, a burial complex was discovered at Tanagra; it 
yielded numerous larnakes (clay coffins) of the late 14th through early 13th centuries.  

Many of the larnakes are painted with scenes of religious or profane themes of the 
Mycenaeans, although the larnax itself is of Minoan origin and many of the scenes 

seem to be Minoan in inspiration.

LARNAX WITH BIRD-DISK-
HORN DECORATIONS ON LID

LARNAX WITH SCENE OF 
MOURNING WOMEN IN A 

RITUAL DANCE

TanagraTanagra
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Larnax with a scene of a man 
jumping over a bull, a typical 
Minoan motif.

Larnax with a scene of two 
people either laying a child to 
sleep or placing the body of a 
child in a larnax.

TanagraTanagra
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ATHENSATHENS

Athens was the only Mycenaean Greek city not destroyed at the end of the Bronze Athens was the only Mycenaean Greek city not destroyed at the end of the Bronze 
Age.  It became a refuge for people fleeing from other Mycenaean sites under Age.  It became a refuge for people fleeing from other Mycenaean sites under 
attack in the 12attack in the 12thth and 11 and 11thth centuries.  The Mycenaean palace of Athens and its  centuries.  The Mycenaean palace of Athens and its 

major fortifications were on the Acropolis; there are few extant remains.major fortifications were on the Acropolis; there are few extant remains.
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